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Abstract The objective of the research, presented in this paper, was to demonstrate the superiority of the hard facing as the revitalization
technology of various damaged machine parts. The analysis of the two different revitalization methods of the damaged machine parts is
presented – the replacement of the damaged part by the new – spare part and reparation by hard facing. The comparison is done on the example of hard facing and replacing of damaged loader's teeth. The paper presents a method for calculating costs of the two revitalization
technologies based on their profitability and their comparison. That method could be applied for similar calculations for any machine part,
with smallest or no adjustments. The paper presents a verification of advantage of applying the hard facing as the machine parts reparatory
technology with respect to the other revitalization technology. The savings realized by application of hard facing reparation of the loader's
teeth reach 73.5 % for one set of teeth and 82.40per annum of the costs for purchasing the new spare parts. The analysis was conducted under
an assumption that organization of the maintenance function is at the exceptionally high level so that the purchasing of the new part/repairing
of the damaged one is always done in time. This idealized approach was adopted since in that way one obtains the least economic effects of
the reparatory technology application with respect to replacing the part with the spare one. In any other case the economic effects would be
significantly higher, namely even more positive in favor of the hard facing revitalization technology.
Key words – Revitalization technology, hard facing, costs, savings, profitability, loader's bucket teeth.

1. Introduction
During the exploitation of various machine parts
the wear of their surfaces is inevitable. Causes of damages could be different and they were the subject of
previous research of this group of authors (ARSIĆ D. et
al. 2016a, ARSIĆ D. et al. 2015, LAZIĆ V. et al. 2015b,
2016), as well as others (ŽUROVSKI W. 2012 ). Considering that the damages have to be removed so that
parts could be used again without any impediments, it
is necessary either to replace or to repair them. The
reparation of parts is seldom simple. However, as it
turned out, one of the most reliable methods of parts'

revitalization is hard facing. Besides the realization of
favorable mechanical characteristics of the parts repaired by hard facing, significant savings of financial
resources can be achieved by application of that technique.
The objective of this paper was to illustrate how
the savings can be calculated and to point to additional
possibilities for application of hard facing. The example for analysis of savings was hard facing reparation
of the loader's bucket teeth. The complete hard facing
procedure - the selection of welding parameters, filler
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metal and the heat treatments prior to and post hard
facing, is presented in details in (LAZIĆ V. et al. 2014,
MARKOVIĆ S. et al. 2011, MUTAVDŽIĆ M. et al. 2008,
2012).
The techno-economic justification of a certain
process can be calculated and/or evaluated by various
methods. The most known methods are Profitability
Improvement Analysis method (PIA), Method of Economic Efficiency (MEE), the Life Cycle Cost method
(LCC), Machinery and Allied Products Institute method (MAPI) and the Net Present Value method
(NPV), (LAZIĆ V. et al. 2014, ARSIĆ D. et al. 2016b,
WASSERMAN R. 2003, WILD J. et al. 2012). Each of
those methods has its own criteria for estimates of the
techno-economic justifiability of a certain technology
for revitalization of the damaged machine parts. The
decision is made by application of the optimal one.
The same methods can be used for decision making on
the optimal technology for manufacturing of the new
parts, as well. Selection of the most profitable technology is done based on indicators of the economic justification. Calculations of economic effects that would
be realized by application of some other reparation
methods and by reparatory hard facing (RHF) belong
to two different groups of economic categories. The
form of the economic effects, by which the contribution of a certain technology is evaluated, must be in
accordance with the criteria, which express the tendency to realize certain outcome effects (ARSIĆ D. et al.
2016b).
The economic effects of the two different technologies for renewal of various working parts are considered in this paper, namely replacing the damaged
parts by the new spare parts and reparatory hard facing
of the damaged parts.
When initiating the revitalization procedure of the
damaged part, it must be kept in mind that this process
is always restricted by different factors, the most important being availability of needed technology and of
the financial resources (ARSIĆ D. ET AL 2016). What
concerns the available technology, the two alternatives
– to purchase the new part and to revitalize the damaged one are compared. When considering the available financial resources, on the other hand, the criterion
of maximal rationality must be obeyed.
When the two technologies are being compared,
the advantage should always be given to one which

produces the better techno-economic effects (WILD J.
et al.2012). The criteria for evaluation of investments
into either of the two alternative technologies, namely
to determine the amount of money to be spent, are
parameters: higher profitability and absolute viability.

2. Determination of the hard facing reparation profitability
In the case when the most frequently used procedures are applied as the justifiability measures for application of a certain technology, the best analysis
method is the profitability of that technology. The
procedures are as follows: comparison of profitability
as the ratio of incomes and expenses; comparison of
costs and realized savings due to those costs' decrease;
increase of the financial results by income increase due
to costs' decrease. In quantitative economic analysis
the direct (net) gain is estimated. One has to also take
into account the so-called unexpected costs, as well as
internal effects and multiplication effects (LAZIĆ V. et
al. 2014, ARSIĆ D. et al. 2016b, WILD J.et al. 2012).
The net profit calculation goal is to express the general
rationality principle if the new technology is introduced.
The costs of procuring the new part (Cnp) represent
the sum of all the costs accompanying the purchase –
the new part's price, the transportation costs, customs
costs – if the part was imported, the VAT costs, keeping and storage costs, etc. Those costs are reduced for
the amount obtained if the damaged part is sold (Cld).
However, those costs should be increased for an
amount of additional costs (Ca) due to different reasons
– downtimes in production, penalties for the overdue
deliveries, etc. The costs of procuring the new part are
being determined based on the company's documentation.
The analysis of the techno-economic justifiability
of the reparatory hard facing of damaged machine
parts according to the profitability method, performed
in this paper, consisted of comparing costs of reparation to costs of replacement of the damaged parts by
the new spare ones. Such partsare generally purchased
and kept in a maintenance storage as spare parts. Thus,
when a part is damaged in exploitation, it can be replaced by a spare one. At the same time, a damaged
part is deducted and discarded.
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by the number of replacements and thus the savings
per anum would be obtaind.
The techno-economic effects were calculated according to the following parameters:
− total costs for purchasing of the new part Cnp, €;
− total costs for reparation of the damaged part Crp, €;
− the profitability coefficient

This analysis is also conducted under an assumption that organization of the maintenance function is at
the exceptionally high level, meaning that the purchasing of the new part is always done in time. The same is
assumed for reparation of the damaged part. So, it is
assumed that there is always sufficient number of
working parts in storage ready to be used for replacement of the damaged one. This approach is somewhat
idealized. The reason why is it selected is that in such
a way one obtains the least economic effects of the
reparatory technology application with respect to replacing the part with a spare one, whichwould illustrate the superiority of the former technology with
respect to the latter one. In any other case, those economic effects would be significantly higher, namely
even more positive.
The additional costs, due to downtimes during the
single replacement of the damaged part by the new or
the repaired one, were not taken into account in this
techno-economic analysis. Those costs are almost the
same for the two technologies and do not significantly
influence the final conclusion of the analysis. However, they have to be taken into account in the analysis if
the larger number of replacements is done. The reason
is that the new parts have shorter working life than the
repaired ones, which means that the number of replacements is bigger if the parts are replaced by the
new ones, than by the repaired ones. That then significantly increases the replacement costs and that strongly influences the final conclusion of the technoeconomic analysis in favor of reparation technology.
Generally, the additional costs, which are pretty high,
are calculated per annum. That is usually done in calculating the economic effects of a certain technology
(WILD J. et al. 2012).

ce = ( Cnp − Crp ) Cnp ;

(1)

− the exploitation reliability coefficient:

cex rel = te rp te np ,

(2)

where te np and te rp are the effective operational time of
the new and repaired parts, respectively;
− the economic rationality coefficient:
cec rat = ( Cnp ⋅ ih np ) ( Crp ⋅ ih rp ) ,

(3)

where ih np and ih rp are the limiting wear of the new and
repaired part, respectively;
− total costs per/annum Cann, €;
− direct savings per piece S, € and
− direct savings per annum Sann, €.

4. Results and discussion
The basic parameters for profitability calculation
of the compared revitalization technologies of the
damaged loder's teeth, shown in Figure 1, were:
− base metal – steel cast iron 50Mn7 (DIN);
− teeth mass – 8.6 kg/piece (average value);
− number of teeth – 10 pieces (one set);
− purchase price – 113.5 €/piece;
− filler metal – ABRADUR 58 and INOX B 18/8/6
(Catalogues of base and filler metals);
− purchase price – 15 €/kg;
− reparatory work price (norm hour(s)) – 10 €/h;
− applied reparation procedure – MMA welding.
The parameters that are important for comparison
of the two technologies were:
− exploitation time of the set of the new teeth working with stones and aggregates is, on average,
texpnp= 1200 h of effective operation (determined in
authors' own experimental investigations);
− exploitation time of the surfaced teeth in the same
operation conditions, on average texrp= 4 200 h (determined in authors' own experimental investigations);

3. Profitability analysis of the damaged
loader's teeth reparation
Here is presented only the techno-economic
analysis of justifiability of the damaged loader's teeth
reparation, while the compete procedure of the
revitalization by hard facing is presented elsewhere
(LAZIĆ V. et al. 2015).
The analyzed working parts are, according to the
purchasing plans, procured several times per anum, i.e.
the savings realized per one piece should be mulitplied
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− liquidation
ation value of the worn teeth scrapped materimater
al is Tlo = 0.2 €/kg;
Quality (primary and secondary) of the repaired
teeth was at least the same or better than that of the
new teeth.

From the presented results one
on can clearly see the
superiority of the reparation technology with respect to
replacement of the damaged teeth with the spare ones.
Direct savings per one set of teeth is 73.50 % with
respect
ect to new parts' purchasing, while the annual savsa
ings are even bigger (82.40 %) due to larger number of
teeth sets being
eing damaged and replaced/repaired.

4. Conclusion
The profitability based method for calculating the
savings realized by the reparation technology of the
loader's bucket teeth is presented in this paper. AnalyAnal
sis of savings showed that the savings realized by this
revitalization technique could be as high as 82 % of
the new parts costs, on the annual level.
Besides the direct savings, expressed in money,
revitalization by hard facing also provides savings in
down
own times of the construction mechanization, recyrec
cling of the damaged parts and above all, savings due
to increased working life of the repaired part with rer
spect to the brand new one.
According to this principle, the savings could be
calculated for other machine parts that could be revitarevit
lized by hard facing, with respect to purchasing the
new parts or any other revitalization technique.
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The costs that are significant for comparison of the
two technologies were:
− total
otal costs of purchasing of one set of the new teeth
Cnp= 1210 €;
− total
otal costs of reparation of one set of worn teeth
Crp= 320 €;
− total
otal costs due to downtime (losses) in present conditions for this machine amount to Cdt = 20 €/h.
The calculated values of all the coefficients and
savings are presented in Table 1.
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